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· 18” cubby

· 36” medicine cabinet

· 42” vanity with china top
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Vanities & Drawer Banks: 
34½” tall, 21” or 18” front-to-back.

Medicine Cabinets: 
26½” tall, 5½” front-to-back of box. 
Included crown adds 2” to width & 
1” front-to-back.

Overjohns: 
26“ Tall, 8¾” front-to-back.

Cubbies: 
25“ Tall, 5½” front-to-back.

Framed Mirrors: 32” tall.

Vitreous China Tops: 
22” front-to-back. 
Cabinet to top of drip rail 1”.  
Single faucet hole or 
8” spread 3-hole option.

1

Vanities & Drawer Banks

60” dbl basin 60” ctr basin 48” 42”

36” drawers right 36” drawers left 36” no side drawers 30” drawers right 30” drawers left 30” no side drawers

24” 18” 18” 12”

Tri-view & Single Door Medicine Cabinets

 48" 36" 30" 24" 19"

Vitreous China Vanity Tops single hole or 8" faucet spread option.

49" 43" 37" 31" 25"

Framed MirrorsOverjohns Cubbies

24" 18" 24" 18"" 12"

30" 24"



Wood & Finish Variation
Wood is a beautiful natural material that adds warmth and variety to our homes. We are proud to use American 
hardwoods in the production of our cabinets. No two pieces of wood will be the same and that is the charm of this 
material. Coloring and grain patterns vary, even within boards from the same tree. In addition, wood changes color 
as it ages and with exposure to light.

Remember, too, that wood is still a “living” component and moves with moisture. Over time some hairline marks 
may appear in the finish, especially with pigmented (Winterset & Dewy Morning) finishes, over joints in faces where 
individual pieces are glued together. These will be seen on any cabinet from any manufacturer that uses natural wood. 
Be assured that we use only the best and most advanced finishes with the greatest elasticity to minimize joint marks.

Acknowledgement
By ordering a cabinet, the customer acknowledges the likelihood of color and wood grain variations; and that these 
variations are not within the control of the manufacturer nor considered defects under this warranty. 

5 Year Limited Warranty
Strasser Woodenworks, Inc. warrants all Simplicity brand products to be free of defects in workmanship, materials, and 
finish failure for five years from the date of purchase. This warranty applies to the original purchaser only, and original 
purchase verification will be needed. Tape your receipt to the bottom of a drawer to ensure you can locate it if ever 
needed. This warranty is void if the product has been moved from its initial place of installation. For warranty questions 
or claims call 1-800-445-0494.

What the Warranty Covers:

• Finish failure 
• Hinge and drawer glide failure 
• Material failure

This warranty does not cover products that have been improperly stored. It does not cover damage to a cabinet 
as a result of excessive moisture or water; damage to cabinets from transportation to dealer or job site; damage 
incurred at job site or during installation. It does not cover labor.

Strasser Woodenworks is always innovating and seeking new ways to improve our products. Therefore, some replace-
ment parts may not be available or may differ from those originally supplied. If Strasser Woodenworks makes changes 
in design, specifications and materials as conditions require and improvements are developed, Strasser Woodenworks 
is under no obligation to incorporate such changes in Simplicity brand products previously manufactured. In no event 
shall manufacturer be liable to buyer for any incidental or consequential damages. Manufacturer’s maximum liability 
shall be limited to replacement of the product. Labor associated with repair or replacement of the product is not 
covered by the warranty. 
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 Knobs Pulls Bar Pulls

Styles

• Complete collection to create your bathroom ensemble

• Vanities & complementing medicine cabinets & wall storage

• State-of-the-art durable furniture finish for the bathroom

• Solid wood drawer boxes with dovetail joinery

• Undermount steel drawer glides move smoothly & keep drawers closed

• 6-way door hinges for exact adjustment & alignment 

• Solid cast/machined metal knobs, pulls & bar pulls

• Polished chrome, satin nickel or oiled bronze hardware finishes

• ¾” thick cabinet box; sealed against moisture top & bottom

• 5 year limited warranty

• Crafted in the USA

Hardware Choices

Finishes

Natural Alder

Winterset Dewy Morning

Medium Alder

Dark Alder

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 
Oiled Bronze

Ultraline

Shaker
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Swing Door Medicine Cabinets
• Combining form and function with a clean wooden frame
• Tri-View or Single Door Styles
• Two adjustable acrylic shelves behind each door
• Shown with included crown

Take a look inside
• Two acrylic shelves that you position to taste in each section
• Mirrors have finished wood backing on the inside
• 6-way door hinges allow exact adjustment & alignment of doors

Overjohns
• Open shelf is perfectly sized for cosmetics and small objects
• Appealing exterior finish continues throughout the cabinet
• Adjustable interior shelf for bath items and toiletries

Take a look inside
• One shelf of matching material that you position to taste 
• 6-way door hinges allow exact adjustment & alignment of doors

Cubbies
• Perfect for that needed extra storage in a small space
• Beautiful wood or painted finish to match your vanity
• Available 24", 18", or 12" sizes

Take a look inside
• Two acrylic shelves that you position to taste 
• 6-way door hinges allow exact adjustment & alignment of doors

Wall Elements

 Information

Mirrors
• Solid Wood-framed mirrors for top quality
• Choose Shaker or Ultraline to match your vanity
• Available in 30" and 24" widths



Retail Pricing
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14237 NE 200th ST
PO Box 446
Woodinville, WA  98072
USA

simplicitybystrasser.com 

phone toll-free: 800.445.0494
fax toll-free: 800.788.2047

service@strasserwood.com
orders@strasserwood.com

All prices, product availability and specifications are subject to change without notice. Furthermore, while we make every effort to provide 
the most accurate and up-to-date information, there may be occasional typographical or other errors. We apologize for any inconvenience.
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Shaker

 Vanities

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

60" Double Basin

21" 18"

01-101 01-105 $1,905

01-102 01-106 $2,020

01-103 01-107 $2,020

01-100 01-104 $2,020

01-422 01-423 $2,020

60" Center Basin

21" 18"

01-109 01-113 $2,075

01-110 01-114 $2,215

01-111 01-115 $2,215

01-108 01-112 $2,215

01-424 01-425 $2,215

48"

21" 18"

01-117 01-121 $1,640

01-118 01-122 $1,705

01-119 01-123 $1,705

01-116 01-120 $1,705

01-426 01-427 $1,705

42"

21" 18"

01-125 01-129 $1,590

01-126 01-130 $1,670

01-127 01-131 $1,670

01-124 01-128 $1,670

01-428 01-429 $1,670

36" RH Drawers

21" 18"

01-133 01-137 $1,235

01-134 01-138 $1,290

01-135 01-139 $1,290

01-132 01-136 $1,290

01-430 01-431 $1,290

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

21" 18"

36" LH Drawers

01-317 01-321 $1,235

01-318 01-322 $1,290

01-319 01-323 $1,290

01-316 01-320 $1,290

01-452 01-453 $1,290

21" 18"

36" No Side Drawers

01-141 01-145 $1,020

01-142 01-146 $1,050

01-143 01-147 $1,050

01-140 01-144 $1,050

01-432 01-433 $1,050

21" 18"

30" RH Drawers

01-149 01-153 $1,075

01-150 01-154 $1,120

01-151 01-155 $1,120

01-148 01-152 $1,120

01-434 01-435 $1,120

21" 18"

30" LH Drawers

01-325 01-329 $1,075

01-326 01-330 $1,120

01-327 01-331 $1,120

01-324 01-328 $1,120

01-454 01-455 $1,120

21" 18"

30" No Side Drawers

01-157 01-161 $860

01-158 01-162 $890

01-159 01-163 $890

01-156 01-160 $890

01-436 01-437 $890

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

24"

21" 18"

01-165 01-169 $810

01-166 01-170 $840

01-167 01-171 $840

01-164 01-168 $840

01-438 01-439 $840

18"

21" 18"

01-205 01-209 $800

01-206 01-210 $830

01-207 01-211 $830

01-204 01-208 $830

01-446 01-447 $830

IM
P

O
R

TA
N

T

Remember to choose your 
hardware style and finish from 
the selections on page 5. 
There is no additional cost!

We will need to contact 
you if you do not 
include a choice's item 
number, which may 
delay your order.

All prices, product availability and specifications are subject to change without notice. Furthermore, while we make every effort to provide 
the most accurate and up-to-date information, there may be occasional typographical or other errors. We apologize for any inconvenience.
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Ultraline

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

24"

21" 18"

01-065 01-069 $770

01-066 01-070 $810

01-067 01-071 $810

01-064 01-068 $640

01-416 01-417 $760

18"

21" 18"

01-197 01-201 $760

01-198 01-202 $790

01-199 01-203 $790

01-196 01-200 $640

01-444 01-445 $750

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

21" 18"

36" LH Drawers

01-301 01-305 $1,180

01-302 01-306 $1,235

01-303 01-307 $1,235

01-300 01-304 $930

01-448 01-449 $1,150

21" 18"

36" No Side Drawers

01-041 01-045 $970

01-042 01-046 $1000

01-043 01-047 $1000

01-040 01-044 $760

01-410 01-411 $930

21" 18"

30" RH Drawers

01-049 01-053 $1,030

01-050 01-054 $1,065

01-051 01-055 $1,065

01-048 01-052 $810

01-412 01-413 $990

21" 18"

30" LH Drawers

01-309 01-313 $1,030

01-310 01-314 $1,065

01-311 01-315 $1,065

01-308 01-312 $810

01-450 01-451 $990

21" 18"

30" No Side Drawers

01-057 01-061 $830

01-058 01-062 $860

01-059 01-063 $860

01-056 01-060 $670

01-414 01-415 $820

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

60" Double Basin

21" 18"

01-001 01-005 $1,810

01-002 01-006 $1,930

01-003 01-007 $1,930

01-000 01-004 $1,470

01-400 01-401 $1,800

60" Center Basin

21" 18"

01-009 01-013 $1,980

01-010 01-014 $2,110

01-011 01-015 $2,110

01-008 01-012 $1,620

01-402 01-403 $1,975

48"

21" 18"

01-017 01-021 $1,555

01-018 01-022 $1,620

01-019 01-023 $1,620

01-016 01-020 $1,250

01-404 01-405 $1,535

42"

21" 18"

01-025 01-029 $1,520

01-026 01-030 $1,590

01-027 01-031 $1,590

01-024 01-028 $1,170

01-406 01-407 $1,450

36" RH Drawers

21" 18"

01-033 01-037 $1,180

01-034 01-038 $1,235

01-035 01-039 $1,235

01-032 01-036 $930

01-408 01-409 $1,150

Type

Knobs

Pulls

Bar Pulls

No Hardware/No Drilling

Finish 

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Oiled Bronze 
 

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Oiled Bronze 
 

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Bronze Copper 
 

No  Hardware/Drill

85-200
85-202
85-203

85-400
85-402
85-403

85-503
85-504
85-505
 
85-000

Installed Hardware choices at no additional cost
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Ultraline

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

24"

21" 18"

01-065 01-069 $770

01-066 01-070 $810
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01-410 01-411 $930

21" 18"

30" RH Drawers

01-049 01-053 $1,030

01-050 01-054 $1,065

01-051 01-055 $1,065

01-048 01-052 $810

01-412 01-413 $990

21" 18"

30" LH Drawers

01-309 01-313 $1,030

01-310 01-314 $1,065

01-311 01-315 $1,065

01-308 01-312 $810

01-450 01-451 $990

21" 18"

30" No Side Drawers

01-057 01-061 $830

01-058 01-062 $860

01-059 01-063 $860

01-056 01-060 $670

01-414 01-415 $820
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60" Double Basin
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01-001 01-005 $1,810

01-002 01-006 $1,930
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Type

Knobs

Pulls

Bar Pulls

No Hardware/No Drilling

Finish 

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Oiled Bronze 
 

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Oiled Bronze 
 

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Bronze Copper 
 

No  Hardware/Drill

85-200
85-202
85-203

85-400
85-402
85-403

85-503
85-504
85-505
 
85-000

Installed Hardware choices at no additional cost
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Shaker

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

18"

21" 18"

01-173 01-177 $830

01-174 01-178 $860

01-175 01-179 $860

01-172 01-176 $860

01-440 01-441 $860

12"

21" 18"

01-181 01-185 $735

01-182 01-186 $755

01-183 01-187 $755

01-180 01-184 $755

01-442 01-443 $755

 Drawer Banks
Ultraline

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

18"

21" 18"

01-085 01-089 $770

01-086 01-090 $800

01-087 01-091 $800

01-084 01-088 $580

01-418 01-419 $760

12"

21" 18"

01-093 01-097 $690

01-094 01-098 $715

01-095 01-099 $715

01-092 01-096 $540

01-420 01-421 $675
IM

PO
RT

AN
T

Remember to choose your hardware style 
and finish from the selections on page 7. 
There is no additional cost!

We will need to contact you if you 
do not include a choice's item num-
ber, which may delay your order.

Ultraline

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

Shaker

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

 Medicine Cabinets

01-866 $1,180

01-867 $1,280

01-868 $1,280

01-865 $1,280

01-475 $1,280

48"
01-856 $1,045

01-857 $1,130

01-858 $1,130

01-855 $1,130

01-473 $1,130

36"
01-846 $930

01-847 $1,010

01-848 $1,010

01-845 $1,010

01-471 $1,010

30" 19"
01-826 $590

01-827 $650

01-828 $650

01-825 $650

01-467 $650

24"
01-836 $715

01-837 $770

01-838 $770

01-835 $770

01-469 $770

Tri-view Single-Door

01-861 $1,180

01-862 $1,280

01-863 $1,280

01-860 $1,280

01-474 $1,280

48"
01-851 $1,045

01-852 $1,130

01-853 $1,130

01-850 $1,130

01-472 $1,130

36" 30"
01-841 $930

01-842 $1,010

01-843 $1,010

01-840 $1,010

01-470 $1,010

24"
01-831 $715

01-832 $770

01-833 $770

01-830 $770

01-468 $770

19"
01-821 $590

01-822 $650

01-823 $650

01-820 $650

01-466 $650

Tri-view Single-Door
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No Hardware/No Drill 85-000Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Oiled Bronze

85-200
85-202
85-203

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Oiled Bronze

85-400
85-402
85-403

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 

Bronze Copper

85-503
85-504
85-505

Installed Hardware choices at no additional cost

Ultraline

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

Shaker

24" 18" 12"

24" 18" 12"

 Overjohns Cubbies

24" 18"  

24" 18"  

Shaker

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

01-730 $780

01-731 $820

01-732 $820

01-729 $820

01-461 $820

01-722 $620

01-723 $690

01-724 $690

01-721 $690

01-459 $690

01-714 $555

01-715 $630

01-716 $630

01-713 $630

01-457 $630

01-765 $780

01-766 $820

01-767 $820

01-764 $820

01-465 $820

01-761 $620

01-762 $690

01-763 $690

01-760 $690

01-464 $690

Ultraline

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

01-726 $715

01-727 $780

01-728 $780

01-725 $520

01-460 $650

01-718 $575

01-719 $660

01-720 $660

01-717 $420

01-458 $525

01-710 $490

01-711 $575

01-712 $575

01-709 $390

01-456 $475

01-755 $715

01-756 $780

01-757 $780

01-754 $520

01-463 $640

01-751 $575

01-752 $660

01-753 $660

01-750 $420

01-462 $525

Ultraline

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

Shaker

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

30"
01-221 $245

01-222 $245

01-223 $245

01-220 $245

01-480 $245

24"  
01-225 $235

01-226 $235

01-227 $235

01-224 $235

01-481 $235

30"
01-213 $245

01-214 $245

01-215 $245

01-212 $230

01-478 $245

24"  
01-217 $235

01-218 $235

01-219 $235

01-216 $220

01-479 $235

 Framed Mirrors



Filler 
cut two lengths: 
for front and for 

toekick 
Scribe 

fills small gaps along 
walls or floor
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All prices, product availability and 
specifications are subject to change 
without notice. Furthermore, while we 
make every effort to provide the most 
accurate and up-to-date information, 
there may be occasional typographical 
or other errors. We apologize for any 
inconvenience.

Knobs, 
Pulls, 
Bar Pulls

Knobs Pulls Bar Pulls

Polished Chrome 

Satin Nickel 

Oiled Bronze

 Hardware extras to match your Simplicity cabinet hardware.

Polished Chrome 

Satin Nickel 

Bronze Copper

85-200 $5

85-202 $5

85-203 $5

85-400 $5

85-402 $5

85-403 $5

85-503 $8

85-504 $8

85-505 $8

Scribe & 
Filler

Natural Alder 

Medium Alder 

Dark Alder 

Winterset 

Dewy Morning

Scribe 
48" Strips

Filler 
36" Strips

¾"

¼"

6"

¾"

01-193 $45

01-194 $45

01-195 $45

01-192 $40

01-477 $45

01-189 $65

01-190 $65

01-191 $65

01-188 $60

01-476 $65

 Scribe & Filler

22" 
front- 
to-back

Faucet 
drilling

 Vitreous China Vanity Tops Imported

43"

64.430.8 64.430.1 $765

8” 
Spread

Single 
Hole

49"
8” 
Spread

Single 
Hole

64.490.8 64.490.1 $885

37"
8” 
Spread

Single 
Hole

64.370.8 64.370.1 $615

31"
8” 
Spread

Single 
Hole

64.310.8 64.310.1 $505

25"
8” 
Spread

Single 
Hole

64.250.8 64.250.1 $440



Wood & Finish Variation
Wood is a beautiful natural material that adds warmth and variety to our homes. We are proud to use American 
hardwoods in the production of our cabinets. No two pieces of wood will be the same and that is the charm of this 
material. Coloring and grain patterns vary, even within boards from the same tree. In addition, wood changes color 
as it ages and with exposure to light.

Remember, too, that wood is still a “living” component and moves with moisture. Over time some hairline marks 
may appear in the finish, especially with pigmented (Winterset & Dewy Morning) finishes, over joints in faces where 
individual pieces are glued together. These will be seen on any cabinet from any manufacturer that uses natural wood. 
Be assured that we use only the best and most advanced finishes with the greatest elasticity to minimize joint marks.

Acknowledgement
By ordering a cabinet, the customer acknowledges the likelihood of color and wood grain variations; and that these 
variations are not within the control of the manufacturer nor considered defects under this warranty. 

5 Year Limited Warranty
Strasser Woodenworks, Inc. warrants all Simplicity brand products to be free of defects in workmanship, materials, and 
finish failure for five years from the date of purchase. This warranty applies to the original purchaser only, and original 
purchase verification will be needed. Tape your receipt to the bottom of a drawer to ensure you can locate it if ever 
needed. This warranty is void if the product has been moved from its initial place of installation. For warranty questions 
or claims call 1-800-445-0494.

What the Warranty Covers:

• Finish failure 
• Hinge and drawer glide failure 
• Material failure

This warranty does not cover products that have been improperly stored. It does not cover damage to a cabinet 
as a result of excessive moisture or water; damage to cabinets from transportation to dealer or job site; damage 
incurred at job site or during installation. It does not cover labor.

Strasser Woodenworks is always innovating and seeking new ways to improve our products. Therefore, some replace-
ment parts may not be available or may differ from those originally supplied. If Strasser Woodenworks makes changes 
in design, specifications and materials as conditions require and improvements are developed, Strasser Woodenworks 
is under no obligation to incorporate such changes in Simplicity brand products previously manufactured. In no event 
shall manufacturer be liable to buyer for any incidental or consequential damages. Manufacturer’s maximum liability 
shall be limited to replacement of the product. Labor associated with repair or replacement of the product is not 
covered by the warranty. 
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by STRASSER

 Knobs Pulls Bar Pulls

Styles

• Complete collection to create your bathroom ensemble

• Vanities & complementing medicine cabinets & wall storage

• State-of-the-art durable furniture finish for the bathroom

• Solid wood drawer boxes with dovetail joinery

• Undermount steel drawer glides move smoothly & keep drawers closed

• 6-way door hinges for exact adjustment & alignment 

• Solid cast/machined metal knobs, pulls & bar pulls

• Polished chrome, satin nickel or oiled bronze hardware finishes

• ¾” thick cabinet box; sealed against moisture top & bottom

• 5 year limited warranty

• Crafted in the USA

Hardware Choices

Finishes

Natural Alder

Winterset Dewy Morning

Medium Alder

Dark Alder

Polished Chrome 
Satin Nickel 
Oiled Bronze

Ultraline

Shaker



We at Strasser Woodenworks strive to use renewable resources wherever possible, 
including in our printed materials. This catalog is printed on Forest Stewardship Council™ certified paper 

and is printed at PrintWest, an FSC® Certified printer.

14237 NE 200th ST
PO Box 446

Woodinville, WA  98072
USA

phone toll-free: 800.445.0494
fax toll-free: 800.788.2047
service@strasserwood.com
orders@strasserwood.com

by STRASSER

Simplicity vanities, medicine cabinets, 

mirrors and wall storage units merge 

classic appeal with contemporary style. 

Strasser Woodenworks created the 

Simplicity brand of bathroom cabinets 

for homeowners seeking quality bath 

cabinets that have eye appeal, are 

priced right and are always crafted in 

the USA.

© 2018 ~ #LIT318

Bathroom Vanities & Drawer Banks

Medicine Cabinets

Wall Storage Cabinets

Framed Mirrors

Vitreous China Vanity Tops

simplicitybystrasser.com

Designer Appeal and Essential Storage

Simplicity 

Bathroom Cabinets 
for Your Home

Dark Alder Ultraline Ensemble: 
30” vanities with 24” mirrors

Simplicity Ensemble:

Dewy Morning Shaker

· 18” cubby

· 36” medicine cabinet

· 42” vanity with china top

· 24” overjohn


